Engineering Procedure- Form
New Equipment & System Approval Proforma
Form number: PP122F-01

NEW EQUIPMENT & SYSTEM APPROVAL PROFORMA

Ref: 08-08-11- 069

Note: the prompts given below are only a guide to the information required for approval. Dependent on the type of equipment or
system that requires approval delete any section that is not applicable or include additional information if necessary. Mandatory fields
are marked with an asterisk (*).

1

Equipment or System to be approved *
RailFrame stress free temperature measuring equipment

2

Originator *
Name:

3

Tim Calver/Max Shuard & Associates Pty Ltd

Company:

ARTC

Introduction *
RailFrame (see photo below) is a device for measuring stress free temperature in rails, developed by Queensland Rail.
It works on the principle that the more a rail is in tension, the greater the force required to lift it. A short section of rail
is unfastened, and the force required to lift it by a defined amount is measured. From this measurement, stress free
temperature is determined from lookup tables.

4

Determination of Need *
The principal need for this equipment is to improve track stability. Stress free temperature in rail has traditionally been
unable to be verified directly. Suspected stress free temperature irregularities have been identified indirectly (such as
by detection of creep). The only available testing, including to confirm indirect indications of Stress Free Temperature
variations, has been destructive (by cutting and destressing the rail). Direct measurement, avoiding the need to cut
and destress rail, has evolved to become a satisfactory alternative.
The concept of measuring frames has developed to a stage where they are now regularly used on a production basis.
Two types of measuring frame have become available commercially:


RailFrame, which gives reasonable accuracy and is relatively simple to use; and



Verse, which is more sophisticated and very accurate, but requires greater specialised skill to operate.

Use of RailFrame will improve current practices by facilitating improved management of rail stress free temperatures.
5

Significant Change or Not *
This change in equipment or system is assessed as minor.

6

7

Review Panel *


John Cowie - Manager Standards & Systems




Tim Calver – Standards and Technical Services Engineer
Graeme Templer – Maintenance Manager

Safety
There are no specifications, ARTC procedures or Australian Standards that this measuring device needs to comply with.
RailFrame has been extensively trialled on the ARTC network in Victoria, and to some extent in NSW and on the
Western Jurisdiction. It has been found suitable for the task and the environment, subject to the limitations of the
device. The supplier specifies that it not be used on curves of radius less than 800 metres.
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